
Bye- Bye Ensi
Leo gives up his dummy



Meet Leo the lion. He is a little 
lion cub who loves his dummy 
Ensi. Leo had a problem. No 

matter how hard he try he can't 
roar. 



This wasn`t Leo`s only problem. 
At night he got up whenever his 

dummy falls off.



Nobody can understand 
him because of his 

dummy. 
His teeth had begun to 
come forward as well.



One day Leo heard his mum talking on the phone. 'Oh really! Some kids on 
the moon needs dummy huh?... Leo wants to help the kids but how?



His mum had an idea. Hellium 
balloons can fly far away. So they 
bought a balloon. Tied Ensi to it 

and released it.  



Leo did a great job but still misses Ensi. 
That night he cuddled his bunny. It wasn`t 
that hard as he thought to be. He is a big 

lion now and big guys wouldn`t use dummies. 
In the morning he found a letter at the 

door. This is what exactly written on the 
letter.



Dear Leo, 
I am the mum you gave your dummy to. 
Thanks to you, my baby can sleep well 

with her new dummy. You are a very good 
boy and  I am glad that you had grown so 
much and don`t need dummy anymore.

Thank you very much.

Signature 
Mum of the child on the Moon

From: Mum of the
child on the Moon

To: Leo the lion
Grey House
Little room Top of the stairs
LE2 400



Something very different happened that day. All of a sudden Leo started to 
Roar. He never stopped roaring after that day. At night before he goes to sleep 
he looks at the sky and blows a kiss to the Moon. Ensi? It seems so happy when I 

last saw it.



This book is for you my little friend. Leo has given
up his dummy.How about you?
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